January 12, 2020

LCAA Airbag
Happy New Year everyone!!!! I hope you’ve gotten out to the field already

Lots going on already folks so lets jump in:
The park is closed for hunting on the following Friday’s:

2/14, 2/21, 2/21

Indoor Winter Flying: Location - Westfield’s High School. Times 8-9:30 am (or till kicked
out.). February 23rd and March 8th.

Anyone interested in another Flite test plane build? We are thinking the Nut Ball as a beginner build and the Viggen as a more advanced build. Let us know if you are interested.
Field day is currently planned for Saturday March 21st. Mark your calendars and plan to
come out and help prepare your flying field.

Now for the really important stuff:
As you all should know by now. The FAA has posted a Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking which could destroy our hobby by enacting remote ID requirements for all UAS (Unmanned Aerial Systems) over 250g, which includes
both the hobbyist and commercial operators of Airplanes, Helicopters and
QuadCopters.
We only have a little more than two weeks away from the deadline for comments on the FAA’s proposed remote ID rule. Brian Waagner was nice
enough to provide an email prepared by Josh Bardwell, who has a a popular
youtube channel focusing on fpv quadcopters. His email pulls together
some resources on this topic. The main focus of this material is on preserving the ability of fpv quadcopter pilots to fly around abandoned buildings
rather than traditional model airplanes at AMA flying fields, but their substance is supportive of recreational flying as a whole and is generally very
well done. We are hoping this will help you wordsmith your opinion for submission. Please see the attached document.

Remember,
Due to a scheduling conflict with the Reston Government Center our next club meeting will be
Tuesday 3rd. We will go back to the second Tuesday of the month starting in April.
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